How does QoS in Firewall Policy work?
QoS (Quality of Service) in Firewall Policy is a new feature introduced since firmware version 3.3.5
(e.g., VigorPro 5300 series).

Why QoS in Firewall Policy?
In old versions, all traffic is first checked against Firewall rules. If the traffic is allowed to be passed
to the Internet, QoS rules will be checked and used to determine which queue the traffic is placed in.
As you can see both QoS rule and Firewall rule can use the Source IP, Destination IP and Destination
Port to set a match condition. By combining Firewall rule with QoS rule, the traffic just needs to be
checked against a rule once for firewall decision and QoS decision, making packet processing more
efficient.
In a firewall rule Source Port can be used to set a match condition which is not supported by a QoS
rule. And IP Objects/Groups can be applied to a firewall rule but not a QoS rule. So QoS in Firewall
Policy makes a QoS decision more flexible.

How QoS in Firewall Policy works?
The flow chart below explains how the QoS feature works on VigorPro 5300.
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When a packet arrives at the router, the router will check the IP filter to see if the packet matches any
IP filter rules (according to Direction, Source IP, Service Type and etc).
Step 1

If the packet matches one of the IP filter rule, the router will put the packet in relevant queue,
according to the class specified in Quality of Service in this rule. Like shown in the following picture,
if the packet matches this rule, it will be put in to the queue of the QoS Class 2. If the Quality of
Service setup is “None”, the packet will be further checked against the QoS rules set in the
Bandwidth Management >> Quality of Service page.
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Step 2

Following Step 1, if the packet does not match any of the IP filter rules but the default rule, the
router will put the packet in relevant queue according to the Quality of Service setup in Firewall >>
General Setup >> Default Rule menu. Like shown in the following picture, if the packet matches
the default rule, it will be put in to the queue of the QoS Class 3. If the Quality of Service setup is
None, the packet will be further checked against the QoS rules set in the Bandwidth Management
>> Quality of Service page.
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